
Chicago Open Trash 2022: RIP to a Real One

by Rob Carson, Carsten Gehring, and Andrew Hart

Round 3: Tossups

1. In a 2011 Vogue interview, this actress said that she became depressed and ate “about

30 pounds” of macaroni and cheese after studio execs called to tell her “you got beat by

Chucky,” referencing Bride of Chucky’s better box office performance. After Quincy

Jones discovered this actress, director Steven Spielberg informed her of her first

casting in a phone call that began, “I hear you are on a fat farm.” This woman’s

motherly roles include playing Bigger Thomas’s mom in the 1986 adaptation of Native

Son and the title woman’s mom in the 2017 HBO adaptation of The Immortal Life of

Henrietta Lacks. With Reese Witherspoon and Mindy Kaling, she played the oldest of

the trio of (*) astral beings Mrs. Which, Mrs. Whatsit, and Mrs. Who in 2018’s A Wrinkle in Time.

This actress starred as Sethe (SETH-uh) in Jonathan Demme’s (DEM-ee’s) 1998 adaptation of Beloved and

was nominated for Best Supporting Actress for playing Sofia opposite Whoopi Goldberg’s Celie in The

Color Purple. For 10 points, what actress’s production company, Harpo, is her first name spelled

backward?

ANSWER: Oprah Winfrey [or Orpah Gail Winfrey; accept any underlined portion]

<Andrew Hart, Film (1980s-1990s)>

2. In a behind-the-scenes interview about the creation of this sequence, one participant

described it as being “a little bit like if claymation was in human form.” Lisa Soper was

originally told to design this sequence to take place on the set of a ’70s variety show,

“like with Sonny and Cher.” Charissa Barton was the choreographer for this sequence,

leading to the director receiving numerous clips of the moves being performed by

Barton’s husband, Alan Tudyk. This sequence was similar to an animated sequence

included in the 2010 film (*) Super, whose director explained that part of the goal of this

sequence was “to vanquish the Skip Intro button.” This sequence is set to Norwegian glam metal band

Wig Wam’s “Do Ya Wanna Taste It” and includes actors from a TV show performing silly dance moves

with serious expressions. For 10 points, identify this sequence created by James Gunn that occurs

early on in each episode of a 2022 DC Comics show on HBO starring John Cena.

ANSWER: Peacemaker opening credits [accept answers that indicate “Peacemaker” and

“opening credits”; accept Peacemaker dance scene or similar; prompt on answers indicating

“Peacemaker” and “credits”]

<Carsten Gehring, TV (2000s-present)>



3. This sport was introduced to India by Duncan Patton, to China by Bob Gailey, and to

Japan by Genzaburo Ishikawa, three members of the “original eighteen.” In the 1920s,

a thwarted rivalry in this sport involved a team led by superstar John Beckman and

Fuzzy Vandivier’s (van-DIV-ee-ur’s) “Wonder” team from Franklin. Prominent early

professionals in this sport included Marty Friedman and “Mighty Mite” Barney Sedran,

collectively known as the “Heavenly Twins.” In the early 20th century, this sport was

often played in areas surrounded by an (*) enclosure of net or chicken wire, which explains

why, into the 1970s, newspapers still called players of this sport “cagers” and occasionally referred to

it as the “cage game.” A girls-only form of this sport was played into the 1990s in Oklahoma and Iowa,

required half of the participants to be full-time offense and half full-time defense, and was played

six-on-six. A YMCA in Springfield, Massachusetts, was the site of the first game of, for 10 points, what

sport invented by Dr. James Naismith?

ANSWER: basketball [accept hoops or six-on-six basketball]

<Andrew Hart, Sports (Basketball)>

4. The “reprise” version of this song begins with a verse in which one vocalist uses a

racist accent to depict a shopkeeper refusing to sell him Carlo Rossi wine. One of this

song’s vocalists laments, “Still rollin’ in a two door Cutlass, same old bucket,” while the

other claims, “I come to school with the Taylor on my earlobe,” after describing

behavior that makes you “hella dumb-da-dumb-dumb,” a phrase sung to the Dragnet

theme. This lead single from the album Operation Stackola complains that “fools be

havin’ them (*) vacuum lungs” and notes that “hoochies can hit, but they know they got to pitch in.”

Michael Marshall follows the title phrase with lines like “grab your 40, let’s get keyed” in the chorus of

this song, in which Numskull and Yukmouth both urge the listener to “kick in.” For 10 points, name

this 1995 hit for Luniz about contributing to the cost of a dime bag of weed.

ANSWER: “I Got 5 on It”

<Rob Carson, Music (Hip-Hop/R&B/Soul)>

5. A castle named for this substance is located above a cavern containing an

order-stabilizing labyrinth called the Pattern in a series named for this substance that

includes the novels Trumps of Doom and The Guns of Avalon. As an adjective, this

word appears in the title of a book that introduces the Gallivespian spies Chevalier

Tialys and Lady Salmakia, as well as a world in which wheel-trees have a symbiotic

relationship with the mulefa (moo-LAY-fah), who take in Mary Malone. A world named for

this substance is home to the prince Corwin and his son Merlin in a namesake series of

(*) “chronicles” by Roger Zelazny. Lord Asriel and Mrs. Coulter defeat Metatron, and the Authority is

freed by Will and Lyra, in the last novel in Philip Pullman’s His Dark Materials trilogy, which is

named for a spyglass made of this substance. For 10 points, what substance was found to preserve

insects containing dinosaur DNA in Jurassic Park?

ANSWER: amber [accept Castle Amber or The Chronicles of Amber or The Amber Spyglass]

<Rob Carson, Trash Lit>



6. A TV personality with this surname allowed a borrowed artwork to fall on and

become punctured by his nearby chess set, thus nearly destroying Ed Ruscha’s

(roo-SHAY’s) painting OOF. A show partly titled for this surname was canceled in part over

an on-screen sermon about the Book of Jonah. On a TV show titled for this surname, a

nixed performance of “Don’t Stop the Carnival” coupled with the sale of a five-minute

Richard Nixon ad were the twin outrages that launched the political “career” of joke

candidate Pat Paulsen. While serving as a head writer for performers with this

surname, Mason Williams wrote the instrumental “Classical Gas” and launched the

career of Steve (*) Martin. CBS execs originally censored, but then allowed, two hosts with this

surname to air Pete Seeger’s performance of the song “Waist Deep in the Big Muddy.” Folk musicians

Tom and Dick had, for 10 points, what surname, which titled their politically subversive late-1960s

“comedy hour” along with the word “brothers”?

ANSWER: Smothers [accept Tom or Dick Smothers or Thomas Bolyn Smothers III or Richard

Remick Smothers; accept The Smothers Brothers Comedy Hour or The Smothers Brothers

Show]

<Andrew Hart, TV (Pre-1990s)>

7. A character in this film who responds to the question “how many days do you have

left, Joey?” with the line “they lose me after the bunker scene” is dressed as Adolf

Hitler. This movie’s antagonist tells a man, “You dropped your beads,” to cut in line,

then grumbles, “Pain in the ass,” when denied a student discount. Its antagonist’s dying

words, “how did he do such fantastic stunts with such little feet?” are delivered while

collapsing atop the prints of Douglas Fairbanks. Buddy (*) Bizarre screams, “Wrong!” and

hits a dancer on the head with a megaphone after the latter stumbles while performing the French

Mistake in a scene in this film that precedes a pie fight in a studio commissary. During the brawl at

this film’s climax, the camera slowly pulls out to take in the entire Warner Brothers lot. Hedley

Lamarr’s plot to run a railroad through Rock Ridge is foiled by the Black sheriff Bart in, for 10 points,

what Mel Brooks parody Western?

ANSWER: Blazing Saddles

<Rob Carson, Film (Pre-1980s)>

8. A center back who has since signed with Barcelona was with this other professional

club when, at Euro 2020, he contributed a 30-yard thunderbolt to his national team’s

4–1 group-stage thrashing of Russia. In a different Euro 2020 group-stage game, a

midfielder with this professional club got the assist on a ridiculous outside-of-the-boot

goal against Scotland scored by compatriot Luka Modric. Then and now, this was the

professional club of the hop-step specialist whose penalty was saved by Jordan Pickford

immediately before Bukayo Saka’s miss sealed defeat for England in the Euro 2020

final. In 2021, this club sent 17 players to Euro 2020, including Denmark’s Andreas

Christensen, Croatia’s (*) Mateo Kovacic (KOH-vuh-chitch), and Germany’s Kai Havertz. Italy’s

Jorginho (jor-JEEN-yoh) won Euro 2020 weeks after winning the Champions League with Mason Mount

and N’Golo Kante (un-GOH-loh KAHN-tay) with, for 10 points, what West London Premier League club

nicknamed “the Blues”?

ANSWER: Chelsea F.C. [or Chelsea Football Club]

<Andrew Hart, Sports (Other)>



9. This band declares, “You got your way now and I got mine, but mine is better and it

took less time,” in a song titled as a response to the final track on the Beach Boys’ Pet

Sounds. The music video for a 2006 cover of another song by this band behind

“Caroline, Yes” depicts Mark Ronson’s trip to a nightclub to watch an uncannily

animated Lily Allen. Another song by this band posits a situation that “would never

happen to” pioneering civil engineer John Smeaton (SMEE-ton) and describes “watching

the people get lairy.” The lead single from their album Yours Truly, Angry Mob

declares, “Due to lack of interest, tomorrow is canceled,” and asks, “Could it be, could it

be, that you’re (*) joking with me?” The title phrase is followed by the words “I can’t believe it, I’ve

never been this far away from home” in this band’s song “Oh My God,” which appears on their album

Employment alongside “I Predict a Riot.” For 10 points, name this Leeds-based band behind the 2007

hit “Ruby.”

ANSWER: (the) Kaiser Chiefs

<Rob Carson, Music (Rock)>

10. Tensions within this institution arose in the 1990s when Joyce Sloan was replaced

by Kelly Leonard, leading to difficult years that included the 2001 death from AIDS of

Martin de Maat, who founded this institution’s training program. Several alumni of this

institution, including former director Alan Myerson, moved to San Francisco and

started The Committee, which developed a technique known as “the Harold.” A 2000

history of this institution was written by Mandy Patinkin’s cousin Sheldon, who was

this institution’s long-serving artistic consultant and helped open its Toronto branch.

This institution was cofounded as a spin-off of a group named for the Compass Bar by

Paul Sills, who is the son of educator Viola Spolin, and Bernie (*) Sahlins, who is the

brother of the anthropologist Marshall Sahlins. This institution got its name from a New Yorker

profile of its home city by A. J. Liebling. Tina Fey and Bill Murray are among the SNL cast members

who were discovered performing at, for 10 points, what improv comedy theater based in Chicago?

ANSWER: The Second City

<Andrew Hart, Other/Miscellaneous>

11. This idea titles the fourth track from Lou Bega’s (BAY-gah’s) second album, which

claims that, “when I look at you, I see” that this idea “must be” true. The next year,

another German song titled after this idea, a dance hit by Groove Coverage, asks the

confrontational question “do you believe it, can you receive it?” This idea titles a Max

Martin–penned 2018 hit in whose video the singer lip-synchs a Madonna monologue

based on the Book of Ezekiel before hurling a Mjöllnir-like hammer through a glass

dome. Songwriter J. R. Richards claimed that he received death threats because the

chorus of his 1996 hit implied this idea amidst lines wondering “why we’re who we

are.” The (*) pronouns in the chorus of Dishwalla’s “Counting Blue Cars” imply this idea, which

titles the second single from the album Sweetener, in which the artist sings that “you love it how

much I move you” and states that, “when all is said and done, you’ll believe” this idea. A 2018 Ariana

Grande hit is titled after, for 10 points, what idea concerning the personal identity of the Almighty?

ANSWER: God is a woman [accept “God Is a Woman” or “God Is a Girl”; accept answers

indicating God is female or a lady or a girl or similar]

<Andrew Hart, Music (Pop)>



12. These creatures are described as representative of all three usually separate

“aesthetic categories” created by cultural theorist Sianne Ngai (see-ANN nuh-“GUY”) in a 2017

work by Polish academic Justyna Szklarczyk (yoo-STEE-nuh SKLAR-chik); that work uses a

reference to “Lunch atop a Skyscraper” to explain that, like high-altitude workers

looking at the world through the lens of their eye protection, these creatures will never

have a privileged gaze. A 2022 Vox article by Rebecca Jennings claims that these

creatures are “the purest expression of capitalism, which exalts growth and expansion

at the cost of any clear standards of morality or logic.” These (*) immortal creatures are

shown as existing more than 60 million years ago in a 2015 film, and they are voiced by Chris Renaud

and Pierre Coffin, who created them for a 2010 film in which they assist a supervillain in his effort to

steal the moon. For 10 points, name these childlike yellow creatures who work for Gru in Despicable

Me.

ANSWER: Minions

<Carsten Gehring, Film (2000s-Present)>

13. In a season two finale, a recruit becomes a member of this organization after

fulfilling Dita’s request to be killed out of guilt for ordering a hit. A season four “war”

involving the ambush of this organization was set up by a season three plot arc

involving a murdered man’s kutte (“CUT”-uh) being found in a barrel by the bartender Jess

outside this organization’s headquarters. “Bishop” Losa was one of the three “kings”

chosen to head this organization after the departure of its “padrino,” Marcus Álvarez.

This organization based in the fictional border town Santo Padre has an uneasy

relationship with the Galindo cartel, as seen through the eyes of (*) EZ Reyes, who

becomes one of this organization’s “full patch” members. An FX show that debuted in 2019 centers on

and is named after, for 10 points, what rival motorcycle gang to the Sons of Anarchy whose

Mesoamerican-themed name is referenced in episode titles such as “Camazotz” and “Hunahpu”?

ANSWER: Mayans M.C. [or Mayans Motorcycle Club; accept answers indicating the Mayans

motorcycle gang’s Santo Padre chapter]

<Andrew Hart, TV (2000s-present)>

14. Two answers required. In the 2010–11 offseason, plus about 10 days, these two

teams made separate trades that sent Danny Farquhar back and forth between them.

These two teams also double-swapped Jesse Chavez in 2012 and 2015 deals, the latter of

which netted the westernmost of these teams an all-star Australian reliever. Between

2002 and 2010, the more consistently successful of these two teams got very few Major

League contributors by trading away to the other, in separate deals, the productive role

players Cory Lidle (LYE-dul), Chad Gaudin (goh-DAN), Ted Lilly, Rajai (RAH-zhye) Davis, and

Marco Scutaro (SCOOT-uh-roh). These two teams have been the most frequent trade

partners in the 30-franchise era, especially when one of them was GMed by (*) Alex

Anthopoulos (ann-THAH-puh-luss). In 2022, one of these teams traded for the other’s third baseman

Matt Chapman, eight years after these two sabermetric-forward franchises swapped third basemen

Brett Lawrie and Josh Donaldson. For 10 points, name these two teams, one of which was GMed by

Billy Beane and the other of which is in Canada.

ANSWER: Oakland Athletics [or A’s; accept either underlined portion] and Toronto Blue Jays

[accept either underlined portion; accept teams in either order]

<Andrew Hart, Sports (Baseball)>



15. This series’s antagonists are read as an allegory for the Third Reich in “This Is Not a

Pipe,” an essay on a website whose name, taken from Colin Dray’s criticism of this

series, is short for “All Were Thematically Revolting.” Over the course of this series,

Mac Walters supplanted Drew Karpyshyn (kar-PEE-shin) as lead writer. Shamus Young’s

novel-length analysis of this series criticizes a scene in which the protagonist is dubbed

“a hero” and “a bloody icon” and argues that the decrease in writing quality over this

series’s entries led to “DMPC” (“D-M-P-C”) antagonists like the obnoxious assassin (*) Kai

Leng. Fans developed the “indoctrination theory” in an attempt to explain the reviled ending of this

series, in which the Catalyst presents three color-coded options for activating the Crucible and ending

the Reaper threat. Recurring characters like the quarian (KWAIR-ee-an) Tali accompany the

Normandy’s Commander Shepard in, for 10 points, what BioWare space opera series?

ANSWER: Mass Effect [accept Mass Effect trilogy]

<Rob Carson, Video Games>

16. This artist was inspired by the composition of Philipp Otto Runge’s (RUN-guh’s) The

Hülsenbeck Children in the creation of a work that shows an infant reaching toward

menacing sunflowers in front of a white picket fence. With Kenneth Tyler, this artist

designed the sets and costumes for a production of The Magic Flute that interpreted

Sarastro’s followers as freemasons and has an opening scene depicting the serpent

pursuing Tamino as a coelacanth-like creature. This avowedly Freudian artist made one

series of works about a girl pursuing goblins while blowing a magic horn and another

depicting three men who look like (*) Oliver Hardy and a character who “fell through the dark,

out of his clothes” before constructing an airplane from bread dough. He claimed that his Old World

Jewish aunts and uncles inspired a series of illustrations depicting a “wild rumpus.” For 10 points,

name this artist who drew and wrote the books Outside over There, In the Night Kitchen, and Where

the Wild Things Are.

ANSWER: Maurice Sendak [or Maurice Bernard Sendak]

<Andrew Hart, Other/Miscellaneous>

17. This device is referenced in the title of a song, first performed in 1990, whose chorus

states that “you never spend your nights with me; you don’t go out with other girls

either” because “you only love” this device. An early viral YouTube video showed Kate

McAlpine rapping about this device. The “one and only high energy rock band,” a

doo-wop group named in reference to this device, was founded by four secretaries

living in central Europe who were upset that their boyfriends spent too much time

working on this device. The very first image posted on the World Wide Web was of a

band founded by Michele de Gennaro whose name was chosen to have the same (*)

initials as this device. The line “out of the depths of space and time” starts the chorus of a parody

about this device of Howie Day’s best-known song, which Day himself performed and whose lyrics

wonder, “Can SUSY (“Suzie”) still be found?” and say, “Goodbye, my baryon.” Les Horribles Cernettes

(lay ZAR-ee-bluh sur-NET) were named in honor of, for 10 points, what giant particle accelerator at CERN?

ANSWER: Large Hadron Collider [or LHC; prompt on “particle collider”]

<Andrew Hart, Music (Other/Mixed)>



18. After a touchdown in the midst of a 26–3 rout on Sunday Night Football, this player

counted to 10 on his fingers to taunt his opponents for not drafting him. This player

went 5 for 5 for 50 yards passing in the short overtime that followed a pep talk in which

he was told, “When it’s grim, be the Grim Reaper.” Late in a divisional round game, he

looked off linebacker Matt Milano and completed a 25-yard pass to a receiver who

improvised a seam route after this player told him to “do it.” On a fourth-quarter third

and 15 in the previous year’s (*) Super Bowl, he completed a 44-yard pass on the play “Jet Chip

Wasp” after asking coordinator Eric Bieniemy (“bee-ENEMY”) to run it. Professional sports’s first

half-billion dollar contract was signed by this Texas Tech grad, the only player with 5,000-yard

seasons in both college and the NFL. For 10 points, Tyreek Hill and Travis Kelce (KEL-see) have been

leading targets of what Chiefs quarterback?

ANSWER: Patrick Mahomes [or Patrick Lavon Mahomes II] [Mahomes, who was drafted tenth,

was mocking the Bears, who had inexplicably chosen Mitch Trubisky second overall the same year.]

<Rob Carson, Sports (Football)>

19. As Dallas McVie, this actor and the Jon Favreau–played Denver McVie reveal that

their sibling’s original name was Orlando, as the brothers were named for the cities of

their conception, in Four Christmases. In a 2009 film, he plays a character who recites

several lines from “The Charge of the Light Brigade” and compares Lord Cardigan to a

football coach, inspiring a high schooler’s essay. In one film, Garrett Hedlund played

the abused son of this man’s character; in another, Hedlund played a younger artist

carrying on an affair with the wife of this man’s character, played by Gwyneth Paltrow.

He played Sean Tuohy (TOO-hee), who is married to the Sandra Bullock–played Leigh

Anne and adopts (*) Michael Oher (orr) in The Blind Side. His breakout role was as fullback Donny

Billingsley’s alcoholic father in the 2004 big-screen version of Friday Night Lights. Of the top-billed

stars of the 2010 music-industry drama Country Strong, this man was the only accomplished

recording artist. For 10 points, what actor and country star is married to Faith Hill?

ANSWER: Tim McGraw [or Samuel Timothy McGraw]

<Andrew Hart, Film (2000s-Present)>

20. In a “Random Roles” interview with the A.V. Club, the actor who played this

character revealed that his stepfather served as his inspiration for the role but died “a

month or so before” the pilot was done. This character confusingly hosts an annual

Veterans Day barbecue in a northern climate, including on an occasion when former

National Guard member Bob wants to host one before declaring bankruptcy. This

character buys a failed muffler shop to start his own muffler shop, which he names

“and (*) Son” despite his son not working there. When a man is “drunk, when he’s dying, or when

he’s in big trouble and it’s the only way out” are this character’s only acceptable times for saying “I

love you,” which he is less likely to say than such things as “dumbass” and “my foot in your ass.” For

10 points, name this character who often yells at Hyde, Fez, Kelso, and his son, Eric, as played by

Kurtwood Smith on That ’70s Show.

ANSWER: Red Forman [or Reginald Albert Forman; prompt on “Forman”]

<Carsten Gehring, TV (1990s)>



Chicago Open Trash 2022: RIP to a Real One

by Rob Carson, Carsten Gehring, and Andrew Hart

Round 3: Bonuses

1. For 10 points each, answer the following about songs that express distaste for you, the listener—or

at least you, the addressee.

[10] You, your mom, your sister, your job, your broke-ass car, that shit you call art, and in fact

everybody but your dog are told to fuck off in this alphabetically titled 2021 hit for the singer Gayle.

ANSWER: “abcdefu” [accept “abc”]

[10] The couplet “fuck you, and you, and you-u-u-u, I hate your friends and they hate me too” opens

the chorus of this Blackbear song, which later advises, “Turn it up and throw a tantrum.”

ANSWER: “hot girl bummer”

[10] The song “Go Fuck Yourself” was a 2016 viral hit for this artist, whose real name is Bill Dess. This

singer of “Love Is a Bitch” had an even bigger hit with 2017’s “I Feel Like I’m Drowning.”

ANSWER: Two Feet

<Rob Carson, Music (Pop)>

2. When this line of golf clubs debuted in 1991, they were revolutionary for their stainless steel, 190 cc

heads. For 10 points each:

[10] Name this line of drivers manufactured by Callaway and named for a large World War I–era

German howitzer.

ANSWER: Big Berthas [accept Great Big Berthas or Biggest Big Berthas]

[10] Prior to TaylorMade’s introduction of metal drivers and woods in 1979, most woods were literally

made out of wood, specifically the wood of this fruit tree. TaylorMade’s first metal woods were

nicknamed for a “Pittsburgh” version of this kind of wood.

ANSWER: persimmon [accept Pittsburgh persimmons]

[10] In 1984, this diminutive golfer became the first person to win a major using a metal wood when

he won the PGA Championship for the second time. This Mexican American golfer won each major

twice except for the Masters, which he never won.

ANSWER: Lee Trevino [or Lee Buck Trevino]

<Andrew Hart, Sports (Other)>



3. About a week after the question writer frantically searched the internet, to no avail, for validation

that a character played by this actor was inspired by Richard Stanley’s experience directing The Island

of Dr. Moreau as shown in the documentary Lost Soul, someone from New Zealand edited that tidbit

into Wikipedia without citation. For 10 points each:

[10] Name this actor who played the hapless director Damien Cockburn, a character who is

immediately blown up by a landmine after stepping out of a helicopter, in a film that centers on the

creation of a fictional Vietnam War movie based on “Four Leaf” Tayback’s memoir.

ANSWER: Steve Coogan [or Stephen John Coogan]

[10] Coogan plays director Damien Cockburn in this 2008 Ben Stiller comedy that features

memorable performances by Tom Cruise in a fat suit and Robert Downey Jr. in blackface.

ANSWER: Tropic Thunder

[10] Stiller conceived of Tropic Thunder while playing a bit role as Dainty in a film based on a novel

by this author. Tom Hiddleston stars as Dr. Robert Laing in a 2015 adaptation of a 1975 novel by this

man that was directed by Ben Wheatley.

ANSWER: J. G. Ballard [or James Graham Ballard] [Stiller had a part in Empire of the Sun, while

the latter clue refers to the 2015 film High-Rise.]

<Andrew Hart, Film (2000s-Present)>

4. After the early 1990s, this series was not aired in full again until the mid-2000s, because its

executive producer, Henry Hampton, had not been able to secure perpetual rights, leading to a

drawn-out IP battle partly involving footage of Martin Luther King Jr. singing “Happy Birthday.” For

10 points each:

[10] Name this documentary miniseries whose first part consists of six episodes, narrated by Julian

Bond, that used archival footage to depict the struggle for civil rights between 1954 and 1965.

ANSWER: Eyes on the Prize

[10] Eyes on the Prize was first aired by this broadcast network that, during the 1990s, aired and

distributed Baseball, The Civil War, and other documentary miniseries by Ken Burns.

ANSWER: PBS [or Public Broadcasting Service]

[10] In 2006, PBS rebroadcast Eyes on the Prize on this program, which has aired over 330 times

since it started in 1988. This program exclusively airs U.S.-centric historical documentaries such as

Ric Burns’s New York: A Documentary Film.

ANSWER: American Experience [accept The American Experience]

<Andrew Hart, TV (1990s)>

5. Tom Whitcomb wrote that the “exact moment in history that backwards hats became uncool” was a

2012 Time magazine photoshoot of this man working out. For 10 points each:

[10] Name this retired politician who, during a media blitz regarding his commitment to fitness,

bragged to Hugh Hewitt that he finished a marathon in under three hours but later clarified that he

had no idea and was just saying what he thought was an “ordinary time.”

ANSWER: Paul Ryan [or Paul Davis Ryan]

[10] Ryan credited his 6-to-8-percent body fat to this heavily advertised home workout routine

program led by Beachbody instructor Tony Horton. Shaun T’s “Insanity” routine was the aerobic

counterpart to this ubiquitous set of workout DVDs, whose name includes a number representing the

length of the program.

ANSWER: P90X [or Power 90 Extreme; accept P90 or Power 90]

[10] Horton claimed that, in addition to Ryan, P90X acolytes included higher-ups in the “Let’s Move”

campaign of this First Lady, whose brother was the head basketball coach at Oregon State from 2008

to 2014.

ANSWER: Michelle Obama [or Michelle LaVaughn Robinson Obama; accept any underlined

portion]

<Andrew Hart, Other/Miscellaneous>



6. This group’s diminutive member Bushwick Bill sits on a hospital gurney and displays his open

wound from losing an eye in a domestic shooting on the cover of their 1991 album, We Can’t Be

Stopped. For 10 points each:

[10] Name this Houston hip-hop group whose member Scarface lists the attributes of a “real

gangsta-ass” figure who “plays his cards right” and “don’t start fights” in the first verse of their song

“Damn It Feels Good to Be a Gangsta.”

ANSWER: The Geto Boys

[10] “Damn It Feels Good to Be a Gangsta” plays over a montage of a newly relaxed Peter Gibbons in

this 1999 Mike Judge film, which also uses the refrain from the Geto Boys’ song “Still” to accompany a

scene in which a printer is destroyed.

ANSWER: Office Space

[10] Scarface describes feeling “four walls just staring at” him and claims to be “paranoid, sleepin’

with my finger on the trigger” in the first verse of this highest-charting single by the Geto Boys.

ANSWER: “Mind Playing Tricks on Me”

<Rob Carson, Music (Hip-Hop/R&B/Soul)>

7. Answer the following about the film career of Joseph McBride, for 10 points each.

[10] McBride’s most notable screenwriting credit is for this 1979 Roger Corman film, which centers on

the title educational institution named for Vince Lombardi whose principals keep having nervous

breakdowns because of the students’ taste in music. This film stars the Ramones and shares a title

with one of their songs.

ANSWER: Rock ’n’ Roll High School

[10] In 2018, McBride published a book whose title asks, “How did [this man] do it?” which examined

how this German-American director helped shape Hollywood with films such as Trouble in Paradise,

Ninotchka, and The Shop around the Corner.

ANSWER: Ernst Lubitsch (LOO-bish)
[10] McBride replaced Peter Bogdanovich in the role of Charles Pister, a stereotypically awkward

cinephile, in this spoof on Hollywood made in the 1970s that, after decades in limbo, was released on

Netflix in 2018.

ANSWER: The Other Side of the Wind [which is an Orson Welles film]

<Andrew Hart, Film (1980s-1990s)>

8. This duo operates out of the White Horse pub, where they are ridiculed for changing their group’s

name to the “Dirt Sharks.” For 10 points each:

[10] Give this collective nickname for villainous “nighthawks” played by Paul Casar and Simon

Farnaby in Detectorists, a British sitcom about metal detector hobbyists.

ANSWER: Simon and Garfunkel

[10] Detectorists stars and was written by this skinny, long-nosed actor best known for playing Gareth

Keenan, the British version of Dwight Schrute.

ANSWER: Mackenzie Crook [or Paul James Crook]

[10] Crook played Gareth on this British mockumentary sitcom, which starred Ricky Gervais as David

Brent, the general manager of the Slough (rhymes with “cow”) branch of Wernham Hogg Paper Company.

ANSWER: The Office

<Andrew Hart, TV (2000s-present)>



9. In the early 1890s, Sir Francis Ley attempted to ignite British passions for a new sport and offer

workers a healthy pastime as the benevolent patriarch of Ley’s Malleable Castings Vulcan Ironworks

by establishing a baseball team in this city. For 10 points each:

[10] Name this English city home to a soccer club that played in Ley’s stadium, the allegedly

Romani-cursed Baseball Ground, for over a hundred years.

ANSWER: Derby [accept Derby County F.C.]

[10] The effort to establish baseball in England was aided by this sporting goods magnate, whose

attempt to stifle wages during an 1888 baseball world tour led John Montgomery Ward to found the

Players’ League.

ANSWER: Albert Spalding [or Albert Goodwin Spalding; or A. G. Spalding]

[10] Spalding was a cofounder of this professional baseball league, which is the “senior circuit” in

today’s MLB.

ANSWER: National League [or NL]

<Andrew Hart, Sports (Baseball)>

10. A July 2022 tweet from Supper Mario Broth notes that the model used for the protagonist’s

companion in this game contains more polygons than the sum total of all the locations in Super

Mario 64. For 10 points each:

[10] Name this 2016 Wii U game in which Mario and a sentient paint can named Huey face off on

Prisma Island against Black Bowser.

ANSWER: Paper Mario: Color Splash [prompt on “Paper Mario”]

[10] Some RPG elements returned to the Paper Mario series in this 2020 game, whose villain Olly

entraps Peach’s Castle with five paper streamers and seeks to eliminate all Toads by folding a

thousand paper cranes.

ANSWER: Paper Mario: The Origami King

[10] Critics generally consider the best Paper Mario game to be The Thousand-Year Door, a game for

this sixth-generation Nintendo console, whose launch titles included Super Monkey Ball and Luigi’s

Mansion.

ANSWER: Nintendo GameCube [accept NGC or GCN]

<Rob Carson, Video Games>

11. After leading Montana to a rare Big Sky Conference championship in 1982, this quarterback was

suspended from school in 1983 for unspecified “academic infractions.” For 10 points each:

[10] Name this coach who was most recently a “senior offensive consultant” for the Eagles in 2020.

The standout moment of his two-year NFL head coaching career was his fatal decision to take the

wind, rather than the ball, in a 2002 overtime loss to the Bears.

ANSWER: Marty Mornhinweg (MOR-nin-weg)
[10] Mornhinweg made that stupid decision while coaching this NFC North team, displaying an

inexplicable lack of trust in longtime kicker Jason Hanson. His 5–27 record as this team’s coach looks

positively rosy compared to their 2008 season, when they became the first 0–16 NFL team.

ANSWER: Detroit Lions [accept either underlined portion]

[10] In Mornhinweg’s sole, injury-marred year playing professional football, he was on the Denver

Dynamite team that won the inaugural instance of this championship game. The 22nd and 32nd

instances of this game both featured the Philadelphia Soul and were both followed by its league going

bankrupt.

ANSWER: ArenaBowl [accept ArenaBowl I or ’87 or XXII or XXXII; prompt on answers such as

“Arena Football League championship game” or “AFL championship game”]

<Rob Carson, Sports (Football)>



12. This woman won a Booker Prize for her novel Heat and Dust, which she later adapted for the

screen. For 10 points each:

[10] Name this woman who also won screenplay Oscars for adaptations of the E. M. Forster novels A

Room with a View and Howards End, making her the only person to win both an Oscar and a Booker.

ANSWER: Ruth Prawer Jhabvala (PRAH-wer jahb-VAH-lah) [accept either underlined portion]

[10] In 1963, Prawer Jhabvala adapted her own novel, The Householder, which became the first film

released by this company that went on to make the other 22 films written by Prawer Jhabvala.

ANSWER: Merchant and Ivory [or Merchant Ivory Productions; accept any answer indicating

Ismail Merchant and James (Francis) Ivory in either order]

[10] Merchant and Ivory achieved international success in 1965 with a Prawer Jhabvala–written film

about an English theater troupe touring India and performing the plays of this man. Tom Stoppard

cowrote a 1998 film titled for this man “in love.”

ANSWER: William Shakespeare [accept Shakespeare Wallah or Shakespeare in Love]

<Andrew Hart, Film (Pre-1980s)>

13. This man refused to be interviewed for a 2016 Washington Post article in which he was chided for

adding an unnecessary s to Julia Child’s name. For 10 points each:

[10] What man answered “crash” in response to a prompt asking for a five-letter term for an

“economic crash,” leading to an image in which he glumly stood above a screen that announced he

had lost $4,600 in a disastrous Celebrity Jeopardy! appearance?

ANSWER: Wolf Blitzer [or Wolf Isaac Blitzer]

[10] On that episode of Celebrity Jeopardy!, this man finished with a commanding $68,000. He is

better known as an extremely online #Resistance guy and as the sidekick of Conan O’Brien.

ANSWER: Andy Richter [or Paul Andrew Richter]

[10] In an earlier Celebrity Jeopardy! game in which the contestants managed only 33 correct

answers combined, Blitzer lost out in Final Jeopardy to this man, who aired a four-part series of

interviews he conducted with Vladimir Putin called The Putin Interviews on Showtime in 2017.

ANSWER: Oliver Stone [or William Oliver Stone] [Blitzer’s answer to this episode’s Final Jeopardy

prompt, asking for the English title of the Italian artwork L’Ultima Cena, was “Who David.”]

<Andrew Hart, TV (2000s-present)>

14. This band urged listeners to “come on and take pride, be wise, spottin’ the fools, big shots,

crackpots bending the rules” in the goofy bridge to “Rockin’ the Paradise,” a song from their equally

goofy 1981 concept album about Chicago’s Paradise Theatre. For 10 points each:

[10] Name this band behind such Dennis DeYoung–penned, synthesizer-heavy hits as “Come Sail

Away” and “Mr. Roboto.”

ANSWER: Styx

[10] This Tommy Shaw song, which repeatedly asks “is it any wonder I’m not” a variety of things and

describes the title concept “ticking away with my sanity,” was the highest-charting single from Styx’s

Paradise Theatre.

ANSWER: “Too Much Time on My Hands”

[10] Styx’s biggest hits before Shaw joined the band in late 1975 include “Lady” and this second song

from the album Equinox. Its chorus, addressed to the title woman, declares, “Let’s live together,

brighter than the stars, forever.”

ANSWER: “Lorelei”

<Rob Carson, Music (Rock)>



15. During the Arabasta arc, this character’s three-part bō staff is replaced by the similar Clima-Tact,

a weapon that allows her to control elements of the weather. For 10 points each:

[10] Name this red-headed “cat burglar” who serves as the navigator for the Straw Hat Pirates.

ANSWER: Nami

[10] Nami and the rest of the Straw Hat Pirates, including their captain Monkey D. Luffy (LOO-fee), are

the main characters of this phenomenally popular and outlandishly long-running manga and anime

series created by Eiichiro Oda (ay-EE-chee-roh oh-dah).
ANSWER: One Piece [or Wan Pīsu]

[10] Nami is initially a member of a pirate crew led by this saw shark fish-man, whose namesake

“Park” is the setting of the One Piece arc between Baratie (bah-RAH-tee-ay) and Loguetown.

ANSWER: Arlong (the Saw) [or Āron; accept Arlong (Park) arc]

<Rob Carson, Comics>

16. The title character of this film blames his toy brontosaurus, Stefan, for incredibly destructive

hijinks, such as nearly crashing a flight to Hawaii so he can go to an amusement park in Los Angeles.

For 10 points each:

[10] Name this dark 1994 comedy in which the title character torments his uncle, Martin, for failing to

take him to Dinosaur World. Roger Ebert concluded in his half-star review that this film “is so odd,

it’s almost worth seeing just because we’ll never see anything like it again—I hope.”

ANSWER: Clifford

[10] Clifford starred this Canadian comedian, then 44 years old, as the title satanic 10-year-old boy.

This SNL alumnus starred in several more successful comedies in the 1990s, including alongside Tim

Allen in Jungle 2 Jungle and Kurt Russell in Captain Ron.

ANSWER: Martin Short [or Martin Hayter Short]

[10] Clifford’s straitlaced uncle Martin was played by Charles Grodin, who also starred as George

Newton, the straitlaced father in the first two entries in this series of films. In the third and fourth

films in this series, Judge Reinhold played the leading paternal role.

ANSWER: Beethoven franchise [accept answers indicating the Beethoven series]

<Andrew Hart, Film (1980s-1990s)>

17. The statement invoking this two-word explanation was issued by the NBA league office, which had

assumed ownership of one of the league’s franchises from former owner George Shinn. For 10 points

each:

[10] Give this vague two-word justification that David Stern invoked in 2011 when he vetoed a trade

that would have sent Chris Paul from the Hornets to the Lakers.

ANSWER: “basketball reasons” [accept “League office declined to make the trade for basketball

reasons”]

[10] The vetoed trade would have sent this Spanish power forward from the Lakers to the Houston

Rockets. He came to the Lakers from the Grizzlies in 2008 partly in return for his brother Marc in the

only NBA trade ever to involve the exchange of siblings.

ANSWER: Pau Gasol [or Pau Gasol Sáez]

[10] The NBA approved a Chris Paul trade to the Clippers partly in exchange for a draft pick,

eventually used to take Austin Rivers 10th overall in 2012, that the Clippers originally received when

the Timberwolves traded Sam Cassell for this terrible player, who is probably most notable for being

the ex-husband of supermodel Adriana Lima.

ANSWER: Marko Jarić (YAH-“rich”)
<Andrew Hart, Sports (Basketball)>



18. Bernard Lowe says this six-word quote shortly before Dolores Abernathy shoots Robert Ford in

the back of the head. For 10 points each:

[10] Identify this recurring quote on the first season of a TV show, where it is used to upload the

Wyatt narrative into Dolores, leading her to start a revolution against human guests at a park.

ANSWER: “these violent delights have violent ends”

[10] Dolores and Bernard are both artificial hosts created for this theme park, the namesake of an

HBO TV show. In 2020, Marshawn Lynch played Giggles on the third season of its namesake show.

ANSWER: Westworld

[10] The quote “these violent delights have violent ends” is taken from this Shakespearean character,

who says it to Romeo when explaining why Romeo should “love moderately,” but this character fails

to adequately warn Romeo about Juliet’s fake death.

ANSWER: Friar Laurence [accept either underlined portion]

<Carsten Gehring, TV (2000s-present)>

19. The player recovers a helmet and a gauntlet from the two halves of Major Anderson, one of which

is wedged in a ceiling, during this level, which ends with the player scanning the Ark during a

test-firing of the Fold Weapon. For 10 points each:

[10] A damaged, abandoned ARES Division facility on Typhon and the same facility’s undamaged,

populated past state are both the setting of what critically lauded level from Titanfall 2 that allows the

player to shift back and forth in time?

ANSWER: “Effect and Cause”

[10] Titanfall 2’s disappointing sales were partly caused by its October 2016 release being jammed

between those of Battlefield 1 and a game in this other military FPS series subtitled Infinite Warfare.

ANSWER: Call of Duty [or CoD; accept Call of Duty: Infinite Warfare]

[10] This free-to-play battle royale hero shooter, which features three-player squads of such

characters as Ash, Gibraltar, and Bloodhound, is a spin-off of the Titanfall series.

ANSWER: Apex Legends

<Rob Carson, Video Games>

20. The Me First and the Gimme Gimmes cover of this song ends with Spike Slawson shouting, “I’d

like to take this opportunity to remind everyone that right now, there are hundreds of thousands of

people, all over the world!” For 10 points each:

[10] Name this doo-wop-inspired song, the fourth single from the 1983 album An Innocent Man. It

opens by asserting, “If you said goodbye to me tonight, there would still be music left to write.”

ANSWER: “The Longest Time”

[10] An Innocent Man, which includes both “The Longest Time” and “Uptown Girl,” was recorded by

this pianist and singer of “We Didn’t Start the Fire.”

ANSWER: Billy Joel [or William Martin Joel]

[10] A parody of “The Longest Time” called “Face Like Billy Joel” was recorded by this a cappella

group, which also produced the Homestar Runner song “The Ballad of the Sneak.” Two members of

this group achieved internet fame as the duo Paul and Storm.

ANSWER: Da Vinci’s Notebook

<Rob Carson, Music (Other/Mixed)>


